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The possibility of applying the Bredig rule to determine the temperature of the superionic transition in

stoichiometric actinide nanooxides is considered. The comparison of the nanothermodynamic approach with

calculations by the method of molecular dynamics is carried out. It is shown that both the morphology and

the characteristic size of nanoobjects of actinide dioxides significantly affect the temperature of the superionic

transition: the temperature of the superionic transition at a fixed value of the characteristic size of nanoobjects

increases in the sequence spherical nanoparticles–nanowires–thin films and decreases with decreasing characteristic

size. The possibility of controlling the temperature of the superionic transition in nanoobjects of actinide dioxides

is discussed.
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1. Introduction

A sharp increase of the ionic conductivity of materials is

observed in case of superionic transition. This transition is

also referred as the Bredig transition or the λ-transition in

the literature. Chemical compounds with the structure of

fluorite [1] belong to compounds that undergo transition

into the superionic state when heated. Nanoobjects

consisting of actinide dioxides AnO2 are considered (here
An — Am, Np, Pa, Pu, Th and U) are considered in

this article. These compounds commonly have a fluorite

structure (space group Fm3̄m). A crystal lattice with

a fluorite structure can be considered as a combination

of a face-centered cubic sublattice containing An cations

and a simple cubic sublattice with oxygen anions. There

are experimental data in the literature as well as the

data calculated using molecular dynamics (MD) method

on the superionic transition in macroscopic ThO2 [2] and

UO2 [3–5], as well as calculations using the MD method

confirming the presence of such a transition in macroscopic

PuO2 [6,7]. There are no experimental or calculated data

for the remaining actinide dioxides indicating the presence

or absence of a superionic transition in these chemical

compounds. It is assumed in this paper that all considered

actinide dioxides undergo transition into a superionic state

when heated since they have a fluorite structure.

The superionic transition in actinide dioxides at the

atomic level can be described as follows. The number

of anti-Frenkel defects in the oxygen sublattice consisting

of an oxygen vacancy and an interstitial oxygen anion

increases with an increase of the temperature. Accordingly,

the degree of disorder in the oxygen sublattice increases,

while the actinide cations remain in their ideal positions

corresponding to the face-centered cubic crystal lattice [1].
The oxygen anions rapidly diffuse through the crystal lattice

at temperatures above the superionic transition temperature

(Tλ) which causes high ionic conductivity of actinide

dioxides in this temperature range [3].
Stoichiometric dioxides of actinides AnO2 melt con-

gruently, without producing solidus and liquidus lines.

For example, stoichiometric thorium dioxide melts con-

gruently, while liquidus and solidus temperatures can be

clearly observed in hypostoichiometric oxide already at

O/Th= 1.98 [2]. The nature of the transition of actinide

dioxides into the superionic state also depends on their

stoichiometry [2,3,6–8]. The superionic transition is a λ-

type transition for AnO2 and its temperature is determined

by Bredig’s rule:

Tλ(∞) ≈ 0.85 · Tm(∞), (1)

here Tm(∞) — the melting point of the macroscopic

sample. The sign ∞ here and below shows that this value

characterizes a macroscopic solid. The transition of hypos-

toichiometric actinide dioxides AnO2−x into the superionic

state is a phase transition of the first kind, the temperature

of which depends on x [2,3]. The concentration of defects

gradually increases in hyperstoichiometric actinide dioxides

AnO2+x with an increase of the temperature, that is, a

”
diffuse“ transition to a superionic state is observed without,

in fact, any sharp phase transition [2,3].
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Table 1. Additional physical parameters used to calculate the Bredig temperature of nanoobjects

AnO2 AmO2 NpO2 PaO2 PuO2 ThO2 UO2

− − − 23201 [13] 3091± 6 [2], 2670± 30 [3,4]
Tλ(∞), K 23501 [7] 30401 [14] 2715± 100 [8]

21001 [6]

0.85Tm(∞), K2 2028 2611± 50 2720± 60 2564± 28 3103± 20 2652± 20

No t e. 1 MD modeling; 2 according to the formula (1).

The nanothermodynamic method used in this paper

makes it possible to study an entire class of compounds

almost simultaneously (for example, AnO2 in the nanoscale

of characteristic sizes). At the same time, calculations

using the MD method require significant computer time

and therefore, as a rule, are performed for nanoparticles of

the same shape and the same composition. For instance, the

dependence of the melting temperature and the temperature

of the superionic transition on the characteristic size of

cubic nanoparticles UO2 was calculated in Ref. [9–11]. The
purpose of this paper was to study the dependence of the

temperature of the superionic transition on the characteristic

size and morphology of stoichiometric actinide nanoxides of

different morphologies in a wide range of characteristic sizes

using the nanothermodynamic method.

2. Theory

The onset of melting of a substance is characterized

by the Lindemann melting criterion [12]. Melting occurs

when the following condition is met in accordance with this

criterion
√

〈σ 2〉 ≥ ξ · h, (2)

here
√

〈σ 2〉 denotes the square root of the atom mean-

squared displacement (MSD) from the equilibrium position,

ξ — a certain fraction of the interatomic distance h at which

melting occurs. The temperature of the superionic transition

of actinide dioxides Tλ(∞) can be calculated according to

the Bredig’s rule (1) or it can be obtained experimentally

(Table 1).
The superionic transition of actinide dioxides is accom-

panied by partial or complete disordering of the oxygen

sublattice of their crystal structure, so that it is possible to

speak about
”
melting“ of this sublattice [1]. The Bredig’s

rule gives a one-to-one ratio between Tm(∞) and Tλ(∞),
which indicates that the superionic transition also begins

when the Lindemann criterion is met:

√

〈σ 2〉ox ≥ ξox · h. (3)

The ox index here indicates that the parameters relate to

the oxygen sublattice. This conclusion is confirmed by

the results of calculations of the temperature dependence

of 〈σ 2〉ox ions of the oxygen sublattice of neptunium

dioxide [15], plutonium [6] and uranium [16] using the

molecular dynamics method. Indeed, calculations showed

for UO2 that Tλ(∞) ≈ 2600K (this value practically

coincides with the experimental values listed in Table 1) and
that the value 〈σ 2〉ox grows almost linearly with temperature

in the temperature range of 2000−2500K. A sharp increase

of 〈σ 2〉ox begins at 2600 K, which is attributable to the

beginning of the superionic transition and confirms the

applicability of (3) for determining Tλ . The calculation of

〈σ 2〉ox and 〈σ 2〉 for the anionic and cationic lattices of

NpO2, respectively, was performed in the temperature range

of 300−2000K, which did not allow the authors of [15]
to determine the value of Tλ(∞), since it does not fall

within the studied temperature range (Table 1). It follows

from the calculations performed using the MD method

for PuO2 in the temperature range of 300−3600K [6]
that a sharp increase of 〈σ 2〉ox occurs at a temperature

of about 2100 K. This calculated value of the superionic

transition temperature in PuO2 is less than the value

obtained using the MD method in Ref. [7,13] (Table. 1)
and less than the value obtained using the Bredig’s rule (1).
The absence of experimental data on the temperature of the

superionic transition in PuO2 does not allow evaluating the

reliability of the MD calculations performed in Ref. [6,7,13],
therefore, the value Tλ(∞), determined using the Bredig’s

rule (Table 1), is assumed in this paper. Thus, it follows

from the calculations using the MD method [6,16] that the
MSD of oxygen anions located in the nodes of the crystal

lattice increases faster with an increase of the temperature

than the MSD of An cations. Therefore, the Lindemann

criterion (3) is satisfied in an oxygen crystal sublattice at

a lower temperature than the Lindemann criterion (2) for

melting the entire sample, i. e. Tλ(∞) < Tm(∞).
The dependence 〈σ 2〉 on the characteristic size and

morphology of nanoobjects is described by the following

phenomenological equation [17]:

〈σ 2(χ + δχ, T )〉 − 〈σ 2(χ, T )〉 = (α − 1)〈σ 2(χ, T )〉dχ,
(4)

where χ = ns/nv , ns and nv — the number of surface atoms

and the number of atoms located inside the nanoobject,

respectively; T — the absolute temperature. In this equation

α — the material constant, which can be calculated using

the formula [18]:

α = 〈σ 2
s 〉/〈σ 2

v 〉 = 1 + 21Svib(∞)/(3R), (5)

here the values 〈σ 2
s 〉 and 〈σ 2

v 〉 refer to surface atoms

and atoms, located inside the nanoobject, respectively;
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Table 2. Physical parameters

AnO2
Tm(∞), [20,21] 1H(∞), [21] 1Sm(∞)1, 1Svib(∞), a , [20] h, (9)

K kJ ·mol−1 J ·mol−1
·K−1 J · g-atom−1

·K−1 nm nm

AmO2 2386 − − 7.72 0.5375 [22] 0.2327

NpO2 3072± 50 70± 6 22.8 7.6± 0.7 0.54338 0.2353

PaO2 3200± 60 − − 7.72 0.5446 0.2358

PuO2 3017± 28 64± 6 21.2 7.1± 0.7 0.53951 0.2336

ThO2 3651± 17 88± 6 24.1 8.0± 0.6 0.55971 0.2424

UO2 3120± 20 75± 3 24.0 7.3± 0.3 0.5471 [23] 0.2369

No t e. 1 The value of 1Sm(∞) was determined using the formula 1Sm(∞) = 1Hm(∞)/Tm(∞). 2 Estimation using the average value 1Sm(∞) (see the

description in the text).

1Svib(∞) — the vibrational component of the melting

entropy attributed to one gram-atom 1Sm, R — the universal

gas constant.

The melting entropy can be written in the following

form [19]:
1Sm = 1Svib + 1Sconf + 1Sel, (6)

where 1Sconf and 1Sel — the configuration and electronic

entropy, respectively. The contribution of 1Sel to the melting

entropy AnO2 can be neglected, and the value of 1Sconf can

be estimated using the formula [19]:

1Sconf = −R(xA ln xA + xV ln xV ), (7)

where xA and xV —the molar fractions of the base substance

and vacancies, respectively, xA = 1/(1 + 1V/V ), 1V — the

change of volume of the substance during melting, V — the

volume of the substance before melting and xV = 1− xA.

The formula (7) holds for homogeneous melt. The values

1V and V were calculated using the density values of

uranium dioxide in solid and liquid state at melting point:

9555 and 8860 kg/m3 [4], respectively. The calculation

showed that

1Sconf(∞) = 2.167 J ·mol−1 ·K−1

or

0.722J · g-atom−1 ·K−1.

It follows from this that

1Svib(∞) = 1Sm(∞) − 1Sconf(∞)

≈ 7.28 J · g-atom−1 · K−1.

There is no available literature data for other dioxides

on density in liquid and solid state at melting point,

which did not allow calculating their configuration en-

tropy. Nevertheless, it was assumed for calculations that

1Svib(∞) ≈ (1Sm(∞)/n since the value calculated for UO2

1Sconf(∞) is close to the error in determining the value of

1Sm(∞) for other AnO2 (see Table 2). Here n is the num-

ber of atoms in a molecule, so the unit of measurement of

1Svib(∞) is J·g-atom−1 · K−1 [18]. The melting enthalpies

of PaO2 and AmO2 are not reported in the literature,

therefore, the average value of 1Sm(∞) (according to the

data given in Table 2) equal to 23.1 J ·mol−1 · To−1 was

taken as the first approximation for AmO2 and PaO2.

The parameter χ of spherical and cubic nanoparti-

cles, nanowires and thin films has the following simplest

form [24]:

χ =
ns

nv

= (D/D0 − 1)−1, (8)

here D — the characteristic size of nanoobjects (for
example, the diameter of spherical nanoparticles and

nanowires, the thickness of thin films and the edge length

of cubic nanoparticles); D0 = 2(3 − d)h; d = 0, 1 and 2 for

spherical (or cubic) nanoparticles, nanowires and thin films,

respectively. The parameter h for the fluorite structure was

defined in [24] as

h =

√
3

4
a, (9)

where a — the lattice constant (Table 2). The solution of

the equation (2) gives the dependence 〈σ 2〉 on χ :

〈σ 2(χ)〉 = 〈σ 2(∞)〉 exp[(α − 1)χ]. (10)

The high-temperature approximation can be used since Tm

is usually higher than the Debye temperature [17]:

〈σ 2(χ, T )〉 = ϕ(χ)T, (11)

here ϕ(χ) is a temperature-independent function χ . Substi-

tution of (11) in (10) gives the following equation:

ϕ(χ) = ϕ(∞) exp[(α − 1)χ]. (12)

The ratio ϕ(χ) = (ξh)2/Tm(χ) follows from (11) and (2)
that is fair for nanoobjects at their melting point Tm(χ).
For macroscopic solids (χ = ∞) at Tm(∞), respectively, we
have that ϕ(∞) = (ξh)2/Tm(∞). Substitution of the last

two equations in (10) results in the following ratio between

Tm(χ) and Tm(∞) [17]:

Tm(χ) = Tm(∞) exp(−(α − 1)χ). (13)

Similarly, it is possible to obtain from (10)−(12) and (3)
by replacing Tm(∞) and Tm(∞) with Tλ(∞) and Tλ(χ),
respectively, that

Tλ(χ) = Tλ(∞) exp(−(α − 1)χ). (14)
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The effect of the size and morphology of nanoobjects on the temperature of the λ-transition (superionic transition): a — UO2, b —
ThO2, c — PuO2, d — PaO2, e — NpO2, f — AmO2. Here d = 0, 1 and 2 for spherical or cubic nanoparticles, nanowires and thin films,

respectively. The square labels are data from [9], which were obtained using MD modeling.

On the other hand, the ratio (14) can be obtained by direct

substitution of (13) in (1). It follows from (14) that the

temperature of the superionic transition in nanoobjects, as

well as their melting point, depends on χ . This conclusion

is confirmed by the MD modeling performed in Ref. [9]

for cubic nanoparticles. It also follows from (1), (13)

and (14) that Bredig’s rule is valid not only for macroscopic

bodies, but also for nanoobjects within the framework of

Lindemann’s melting theory.

3. Calculation results and discussion

Calculations of Tλ using ten pair potential sets (PPS)
were performed using the MD method in Ref. [10,11].
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The values of the superionic transition temperature of

cubic nanoparticles of UO2 were greater or less than the

melting point depending on the selected PPS. It should

be noted that the first result does not make physical

sense for nanoparticles of UO2. It was found using the

MOX-07 PPS that for UO2 Tλ(∞) = 2590 K [10], which

practically coincides with the experimental value of this

value (Table 1). However, the calculation performed using

this PPS showed a very weak dependence of Tλ on the

characteristic size of the nanoparticles of UO2 [10,11].
On the other hand, the MD modeling of the superionic

transition in cubic nanoparticles of UO2, performed in

Ref. [9], showed a strong dependence of Tλ on the size of

nanoparticles (in the size range of 2.2−5.5 nm, Figure, a).
The calculations of the superionic transition temperature

performed in this paper using the nanothermodynamic

method and the results of calculations performed using the

MD method in [9] are in good agreement with each other

(Figure, a). We obtained using the data taken from [9] for
calculating the ratio Tλ(D)/Tm(D) that this ratio conforms

to the Bredig’s rule with an underestimated coefficient

before Tm:

Tλ(D) = (0.64 ± 0.05)Tm(D). (15)

It follows from the calculations using the nanothermo-

dynamic method (Figure) that the superionic transition

temperature with a fixed value of the characteristic size

of nanoobjects increases in the sequence of spherical

nanoparticles-nanowires-thin films (Figure). The difference

in Tλ for the considered nanoobjects u decreases as their

characteristic size increases. Calculations were performed

using formulas (1), (5) and (14), which used tabular data

on macroscopic parameters Sm(∞), Tm(∞) and Tλ(∞).
Therefore, the accuracy of calculations (vertical segments

in the figure) is determined by the accuracy of the tabular

values used for calculations (Table 1 and 2).

The study conducted in this paper showed that it is

possible to change Tλ by changing the morphology and/or

the characteristic size of nanoobjects AnO2. Even with a

characteristic size of 20 nm, the difference in the values of

Tλ for spherical nanoparticles and thin films is about 100K

(Figure). This difference rapidly grows with a decrease of

the characteristic size of nanoobjects and exceeds 500K

with a characteristic size of 3−4 nm. Actinide dioxides

having the lowest value of Tm in accordance with Bredig’s

rule have the lowest value of Tλ . Therefore, AmO2 has the

lowest values of Tλ(D) among the studied actinide dioxides

(Figure, f), and ThO2 and PaO2 have the highest values

(Figure, b and d respectively). It should be noted that if

nanoobjects are located in a matrix of another substance

and have a coherent or semi-coherent boundary with it,

then this affects their melting point [24] and, accordingly,

may affect Tλ . The impact of the matrix on Tλ was not

considered in this paper.

4. Conclusion

Very few studies of the superionic transition in ac-

tinide dioxides at the nanoscale have been conducted to

date [9–11,25–27]. The results of MD modeling available

in the literature are related to the study of Tλ in cubic

nanoparticles of UO2 with a characteristic size from 2.2

to 8.8 nm [9–11] and are contradictory. They strongly

depend on the PPS used for modeling, and do not take into

account the impact of morphology on Tλ of nanoobjects.

Among the results of MD calculations performed for

cubic nanoparticles UO2 available in the literature [9–11],
only the results of [9] allow obtaining an analogue of the

Bredig’s rule, valid in the nanoscale of characteristic sizes.

Theoretical analysis using the nanothermodynamic method

performed in this work for UO2, ThO2, PuO2, PaO2,

NpO2 and AmO2, as well as MD modeling performed

in [9] for cubic nanoparticles of UO2, showed that the

Bredig’s rule holds for nanoobjects consisting of actinide

dioxides. Therefore, actinide nanodioxides can be used in

the superionic state for development of new technologies.

The transition temperature of actinide nanodioxides to the

superionic state significantly decreases with characteristic

sizes less than 10−15 nm (Figure). Calculations performed

using the nanothermodynamic method also showed that

the superionic transition temperature can be controlled

by changing the characteristic size and morphology of

nanoobjects of AnO2.
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